Longitudinal developmental changes in spectral peaks of vowels produced by Japanese infants.
This paper describes a longitudinal analysis of the vowel development of two Japanese infants in terms of spectral resonant peaks. This study aims to investigate when and how the two infants become able to produce categorically separated vowels, and covers the ages of 4 to 60 months in order to provide detailed findings on the developmental process of speech production. The two lower spectral peaks were estimated from vowels extracted from natural spontaneous speech produced by the infants. Phoneme labeled and transcription-independent unlabeled data analyses were conducted. The labeled data analysis revealed longitudinal trends in the developmental change, which correspond to the articulation positions of the tongue and the rapid enlargement of the articulatory organs. In addition, the distribution of the two spectral peaks demonstrates the vowel space expansion that occurs with age. An unlabeled data analysis technique derived from the linear discriminant analysis method was introduced to measure the vowel space expansion quantitatively. It revealed that the infant's vowel space becomes similar to that of an adult in the early stages. In terms of both labeled and unlabeled properties, these results suggested that infants become capable of producing categorically separated vowels by 24 months.